Going Rural – living and working as a doctor in the country
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Women’s Association, art and craft groups and volunteer groups. There’s also a erce
trivia culture in most rural towns, and joining a team is an instant social group.
It honestly gets to the point where you have to start saying no to social events just to
have a quiet night at home! The key here is to join in, be brave and try things out,
accept invitations and get involved.
In terms of having things to do, I always found it much harder to nd things to do when
living in the city! There is always something happening, though granted it may not be
right on your doorstep. As a junior doctor my group of newly acquired friends and I
would always be planning some kind of adventure, usually a road trip to surrounding
towns to take part in festivals, art shows, or just visit a new café that had opened. The
best trick is to talk to the locals who can tell you what’s going on in the region.
We also made a point of having regular minibreaks out of town, which do require a bit
of coordination from a rural town. By the end of our PGY2 year, we had visited every
state capital in Australia, usually to see a concert that would not be available in our
smaller town. It takes a bit of planning ahead, but I can’t say I have ever felt like I was
missing out.

"A rural term won’t look good when I’m trying to get onto a training program."
This worry comes up a lot, and it ba es me because it is the opposite of reality in most
cases.
It is true that for some subspecialties it is an advantage to train in the hospital you
intend to aim for later on. But for the vas -e

it is typical to nd at least one or two senior clinicians who will become your informal
mentor.
It is also common belief that you only train in the country to be a rural GP. While many
junior doctors will go on to be GPs, it is certainly not the only path to take. Of my group
of 12 rural interns, only three of us have gone on to be GPs – the rest are working in
emergency, ICU, paediatrics, obstetrics, psychiatry and various physician positions.
If you take the opportunities presented to you as a rural junior doctor, the time spent in
the country can be one of the most powerful building blocks on your resume.

"There wouldn’t be many interesting patients."
One of the e ects of not having good access to healthcare is that patients in rural
Australia tend to be sicker by the time they present to a doctor. The signs and
symptoms you never see in a well managed urban patient are fairly commonplace in
rural areas. Stoic farmers will not turn up at hospital until they are literally at death’s
door. Patients who would be managed by a subspecialist in the city are largely
managed by their GP in the country because the subspecialist may be a 6-hour drive
away.
The upshot of all of this is as a junior doctor you will see an endless procession of
complex, fascinating medicine, and because there are not dozens of more advanced
trainees ahead of you, you will actually be involved in diagnosis and management of
these conditions. Sick people can come from everywhere – the di erence in the country
is that you will be involved in their direct care.
At the end of the day, what I would suggest is give it a try. Go on a trip to visit some of
the places you are considering working in. Spend a weekend and get a feel for the
place. Get in touch with the JMO manager at the local hospital and ask them to link you
up with someone who is already there.
When I asked my current group of rural students for their top advice for someone who
was thinking about going rural, the overwhelming answer was ‘JUST DO IT’. At the least
you will come away with valuable experience. At the best, you may discover an
incredible opportunity to shine.
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